This handout shows you how to cite a chart or graph from Statista and is based on the *MLA Handbook* (8th edition).

**Chart or graph from Statista**

To generate an MLA citation, select **MLA** from the CITATION menu on the far right.

**Database screenshot:**

This opens an MLA citation. You will need to make the following corrections:
• Follow MLA guidelines when capitalizing the title

• The database name is *Statista* not *Statista – The Statistics Portal*

• Omit the name of the database publisher (Statista)

• Precede the URL with MCC’s proxy server coding: login.ezproxy.mccneb.edu/login?url=

• Instead of the record URL, your instructor may prefer that you only provide the URL for Statista’s homepage: login.ezproxy.mccneb.edu/login?url=https://www.statista.com

• If the URL takes up more than one line, do not insert spaces or hyphens to force a break. Use your computer’s **Enter/Return** key instead.

**Close-up of MLA citation:**

```
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```